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The Pliocene Deschutes fossil flora of central Oregon: Additions 
and taphonomic notes 
by Melvin S. Ashwill, 940 Southwest Dover Lane, Madras, Oregon 97741 

ABSTRACT 
The 1990-1991 widening project on Oregon State High

way 26 about 8 mi (13 km) northwest of Madras, Oregon, 
exposed numerous well-preserved, earliest Pliocene leaf 
and seed compressions and impressions from a locality 
known and studied since 1935. In the excavation, more 
than 40 large boulders holding over 8,000 fossil leaf speci
mens were recovered. The specimens provide new data on 
the taxonomic composition, relative species abundance, and 
taphonomy of the Deschutes flora. Taphonomic interpreta
tions are related to the author's observations of leaf deposi
tion in the Toutle River mudflow associated with the 1980 
eruption of Mount S1. Helens. Considered along with data 
from several other local florules, the data from the De
schutes locality indicate that a significant geologic event 
took place somewhere around 6 or 7 million years ago to 
alter the climate of central Oregon in a relatively short time 
to a considerable degree. 

INTRODUCTION 

Located in the rain shadow of the central Oregon Cas
cade Mountains, the Pliocene Deschutes flora preserved a 
record of plant life during a time when the regional climate 
was being altered by two major factors. The first was the 
rather abrupt decrease in temperature and precipitation that 
took place about six or seven million years ago. The second 
factor was structural geologic change, including both a 
region-wide crustal uplift and a continuation of the eleva
tion of the High Cascade Mountains. These two events led 
to an enhancement of continental weather characteristics in 
the area: wider temperature extremes and decreased precip
itation, particularly less summer rainfall. 

When the present grade for Highway 26 from the De
schutes Canyon to Agency Plains ("Vanora Grade" in 
Chaney, 1938) was first laid in 1935, fossil leaves were dis
covered and studied (Chaney, 1937, 1938, 1948b). During 
the 1990-1991 widening of the road, a much more exten
sive collection was made, consisting of more than 40 boul
ders. This paper discusses the new fossil evidence. 

Fossil localities of the author are identified with the pre
fix "MSA" and are registered with the Florida Museum of 
Natural History, Gainesville, Florida. 

OCCURRENCE 

The fossil leaves at the Deschutes flora locality were 
found in a road cut on the north side of Highway 26 about 
8 mi northwest of Madras in Jefferson County, Oregon 
(Figure 1). The fossiliferous material is about 66 ft (20 m) 
west of milepost 110 and is about 180 ft (59 m) below the 

top of the rimrock. The exposed cliff face shows a thick 
layer of black sand at road level (Figure 2). Above this are 
the gray rocks of the mudflow that engulfed a riverside 
grove oftrees there about 5.3 million years ago. With close 
inspection, limb molds can be seen. The locality coordi
nates are NWIf"NEIf" sec. 8, T. 10 S., R. 13 E. 

AREA GEOLOGY 

The fossils are in rocks that were formed by a series of 
mudflows as part of the upper Deschutes Formation (Smith, 
1987, 1991). On some maps and in some literature this for
mation has been referred to as the Madras Formation and 
sometimes has been considered to be part of The Dalles 
Formation. 

The oldest rocks in the area are of the Oligocene
Miocene John Day Formation. It is exposed in the De
schutes Canyon near the fossil locality, at the foot of the 
road grade. The youngest lavas were erupted from Round 
Butte, a basaltic shield volcano about 7 mi (11 km) west of 
Madras, Oregon. Flows of the Round Butte member of the 
Deschutes Formation have been dated at 3.9 Ma and were 
erupted onto the Agency Plains flow of the Tetherow Butte 
member that has been dated at approximately 5.3 Ma 
(Smith, 1987) and forms the rimrock of Agency Plains, the 
mesa to which Highway 26 ascends at the fossil locality. 
The Round Butte and Agency Plains lavas, as well as some 
underlying pyroclastic material, sediments and lavas, make 
up the upper Miocene to lower Pliocene portion of the De
schutes Formation here, including the lowest basalt flow in 
the formation, the approximately 7.4-Ma Pelton basalt 
member (Smith, 1987). All of the rocks exposed in the up
per levels of Campbell Creek canyon at the fossil locality 
are part of this formation. 

The lower portions of the canyon walls expose the mid
dle Miocene Simtustus Formation (Smith, 1986a). These 
rocks are also exposed in the lower parts of the Deschutes 
Canyon near Pelton Dam, a few miles southwest of the fos
sil locality (cover photo), and in the lower parts of some 
valleys around Gateway, Oregon, about 8 mi (12.9 km) to 
the northeast. In the Deschutes Canyon, near the fossil lo
cality, the Simtustus Formation overlies flows of the 
Columbia River Basalt Group, Prineville chemical type. 
This basalt type is exposed in places from near Bowman 
Dam, south of Prineville, Oregon, along ancient valleys of 
the ancestral Crooked and Deschutes Rivers and interfin
gers with the major part of the Columbia River Basalt 
Group east, north, and northwest of the Mutton Mountains. 
The relationship of the Prineville chemical type flows with 
the Columbia River Basalt Group is currently being reeval-
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Figure 1. Map showing location of Deschutes fossil locality (NWIf4NEIf4 sec. 8, T 10 s., R. 13 E.) on Highway 26 near 
Madras in Jefferson County. 
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Figure 1. I iews of the Deschutes fossil/oea/lfy before 
(lOp) and after (holtom) Ihe /990- 199/ excavation. 
"Before H photo soli shows remnants of vertical (ne
Irllllk molds. 

ualed (c.g .. Hooper and others. 1993). Pelion Dam is an
chored in Columbia River basal!. 

The above-mentioned rocks as well as some younger 
rocks in the RcdmondlLowcr Bridge area together comprise 
"alley fill for the central part of the Deschutes Basin. The 
middle Deschutes River basin is a broad depression be· 
twccn the mainly Oligocene and Eocene Ochoco Mountains 
to Ihe cast and Ihe younger volcanic rocks of the High Cas
cades to the west. 

Below the fo rmations mentioned lies the John Day For
Illation, Oligocene and Miocene in age (Smith. \987). It 
extends eastward from the Ochoco Mountains. eventually 
disappearing beneath the Deschutes Formation and possi· 
bly extending under the eastern pan of the Cascade Range 
in the vicinilY of the study area. It is exposed below the 
Columbia River basalt in the lower parts of the Deschutes 

Canyon at the foot of the grade near the fossil locality and 
can be viewed for some distance to the north in the lower 
parts of the can}'ons. It is a lso extensively exposed north in 
the Mutton Mountains and east toward Ashwood. Oregon. 

PAST WORK 

The occu rrence of fossil leaves at the Deschutes flora 
locality was first reported in 1935. L.S. Cressman. anthro
pologist and archaeologist at the University of Oregon. vis
ited the locality and made a collection of the leaf impres
sions. which sti ll remains housed at the University of Ore
gon Museum of Natural Histol)'. R. W. Chaney along with 
Phil Brogan and Lewis Irving of Madras \'isited the locality 
during the summer of 1936 and collected specimens. 
Chaney also collected that same year with C. Condit of 
Berkeley and A.W. Hancock and A.D. Vancc of the Geolog
ical Society of the Oregon Countl)'. Portland. Oregon 
(Vance, 1936). A thorough study of the fossils recovered 
was published in 1938 (Chaney. 1938). At that time. only a 
vcI)' small number of collections of Pliocene fossil floras 
wcrc known worldwide. which represented a weak basis for 
conclusions about paleoclimatc. The new collection of spec
imens has strengthened that basis. 

1990-1991 COLLECTION 

Approximately 40 boulders of different sizes were re
mo\'ed from the mudflows that had filled the old rivcr val· 
ley here to a depth of more than 25 ft (7.6 m). covering the 
old river bed and the arc.1S on both palcobanks (Figure 3). 
Rocks taken from directly above the old river bed did not 
produce much fossilife rous material. Those from the river
sides. however. were a treasure trove. Many single blocks as 
large as 10 ft (3 m) in diameter contained hundreds of ex
cellently preserved leaf impressions per block. Almost all of 
the impressions were on a single parting layer. a flat surface 
that had lain e.xposcd horizontally long enough for a rain of 
leaves to accumulate. before another surge of the mudflow 
covered it. 

Fifteen of the boulders are now at the Warm Springs In
dian Rcscr"\'ation. They are being used there in the land
scaping of The Museum at Warm Springs. Two are dis
played at the Jefferson County LibraI)' in Madras. Two are 
on display at the home of the author (Figure 4). One is on 
display at the Jefferson County fairgrounds in Madras. 
Three were placed in the State Highway Division com
pound at the top of the grade near the fossil locality, where 
an interpretive display is planned. The rest are bei ng used 
in construction of an impressive display wall at the new 
Juniper Hil ls Park on the cast side of Madras. Thousands of 
specimens are thus available for vieWing by the public and 
study by scientists. 

DISCUSSION 

On the apprmdmatcly 40 large blocks of stone that were 
Sowed. it is estimated that betwccn 8.000 and 10.000 speci
mens were found. Most of these are duplicates of the species 
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sions compared favorably with the two abovc
mentioned specimens originally identified as 
Prunus but later rejected by Chaney and Axel
rod (1959). A.'\elrod examined some of those 
fossi ls and identified them as juvenile-grO\\1h 
leaves of Populus olexanderi. 

The anomalous morphology known as 
'juvenile leaves" occurs either when seedli ngs 
put out their first leaves or when especially in
tense grO\\1h that often occurs after damage re
duces the tree to little more lhan a stump 
("breaking back") and leaves the plant with a 
root system that produces a great deal of nutri
ent for a small amount of grO\\1h. The structure 
of such -juveni le leaves" does not closely re
semble that of mature leaves of the species. 
whereas leaves that dC\'elop later do so. Some 
botanists fcc l the juvenile leaves may bear a re
semblance to their C\'olutionary progenitors. 

Several specimens of Quercus (white oak) 
were found, which confimlS the validity of the sin
gle specimen found earlier by Ashwill (1983). 

Figure 3. Top: Author stantling amongfield of large bouldersfrom Des
chutes fossil locality, each boulder holding dozens to hundreds of leaffos
slis. Bollom: Loading fossiliferous boulders on truck for transport to dis
play site. 

Elm (Ulmus sp.). madrona (Arbutus sp.), 

Oregon grape (Mahon/a sp.), horsetail 
(Equisetul1l sp.), Spiraea sp .. rose (Rosa sp.), 
black oak (Quercus sp.), ha\\1horn (Crataegus 
sp.), and juven ile lea\'es of cottonwood 
(Populus alexandert) can now be added to the 
Deschutes nora plant list. In addition. a second 
species of collonwood was recovered: Poplilus 
subll'ashoensis Axelrod, with extremely large 
tccth. This brings the number of identified taxa 
to 14. There are also specimens not yet identi
fied that appear to represent at least two addi
tional species. A few impressions of grasses along 
\\;th winged fruits of box cider were also found. 

The willow leaves may represent two 

originally listed by Chaney (1938). Cottonwood (Populus 
alexanderi) remains the overwhelmi ngly dominant t3."I(on 
among the fossil leaves at this locality. 

Chancy's (1938) study listed five species from this local-
ity as known at the time: 

Salixflorissanli Knowlton and Cockerelljwillowl 
Populus pliotremuloides A."I(clrod [quaking aspen) 
Populus alexanderi Dorf (Chaney, 1938) lcottonwood) 
Prunus irving; Chancy leherry/plum genus) 
Acer negundoides MacGinitie [box elder) 
The Prunus identification was based on only two leaf 

impressions. In a later publication, Cha ncy and A."I(cirOO 
(1959) concluded that of the two earlier identifications one 
was actually Populus alexallderi Dorf (Chancy, 1938) and 
the other probably Salix . This left a floral list numbering 
four. A later find by this author of a partial Quercus (white 
o.1k) leaf once more raised the lotal to fi ve (Ash\\ill, 1983). 

In the 1990- 91 collection, a large number of leaf impres-

species. They exhibited a very wide range of 
si7..e: Some were as long as 4.5 in. ( 11 A cm), whi le a si7.able 
group was in the range of 1.5-2 in. (3 .8-5 cm). Since size 
difference alone usually is not sufficient evidence to suppon 
identification of a separate species, this question awaits fur
ther study. 

Not all of the material has as yet been examined, and 
thus this paper is preliminary. Recognizing this. we can 
present the following, newly revised plant list for the De
schutes nora : 

Equisetul1l sp. Ihorsetail! 
Mahania marguerita Smi ley? [Oregon grape) 
Ulmus sp. lelm) 
Quercus sp. [black oak) 
Quercus sp. Iwhite oakl 
Salixflorissanti KnowUon and Cockereiliwillowl 
Populus pliotremuloides Axelrod (quaking aspen I 
Populus sub ..... ashoensis A."I(el rod [cottonwood I 
Populus alexanderi Dorf (Chancy, 1938) [cottonwood I 
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Figure 4. Fossiliferous boulders from Deschutes flora locality displayed at 
author s home. 

Horses and members of the wolf, bear, 
and cat families lived at the time, also 
deer and antelope and birds of many 
types. In addition. anima ls that would 
now seem out of place were alive in cen
tral Oregon 5,3 million years ago . 
Rhinoceroses, abundant for many mil
lions of years, were still around, but III 

diminishing numbers. Camels continued 
to abound. Bison were present. A mam
moth may readi ly have walked through 
the groves before they were inundated. Fos
sils of all of these and many more ani mals 
have been found in central and eastern Ore
gon. Many oflhe exotic species lasted until 
as recently as 4,000 years ago and coexIsted 
Witll early man. Carpal and metacarpal 
bones of a very large camel were recov
ered from a mudflow at nearly the same 
stratigraphic level across the canyon and 
downstream from the fossil leaf locality 

Arbutus sp, lmadronal 
Rosa sp. [rosel 
Spiraea? sp. [spiraeal 
Crataegus sp. [hawthorn I 
Acer negundoides MacGinitie [bo .... elder] 
Incertae sedis [unidentified spedes]: 2 
Plates I and 2 present a selection of fossil leaves from 

the collection of 1990-1991 . 

AGE 

The age of the Deschutes Fornlation mudflow unit con
taining the fossil locality is bracketed by the 5.3-Ma age 
(Smith, 1987) of the overlying Agency Plains basalt flow of 
the Tetherow Butte member and the 7A-Ma age (Smith, 
1987) of the underlying Pelton basalt member. 

The age of the fossiliferous rocks received two K-Ar 
measurements (Evernden and James, 1964), One measure
ment produced an age of 4.3 Ma, the other of 5.3 Ma. Since 
the .4 .3-Ma age would make the fossiliferous rocks younger 
than the overlying strata, it appears to be spurious, and the 
age accepted here is 5.3 Ma. That the rimrock lies some 66 
ft (20 m) above the fossiliferous rocks and yet the two are 
thought to be correlative in age can be explained. The ancient 
Deschutes River had eroded a low valley into the palcoland
scapc. When the Agency Plains lava covered lhe surface it also 
flowed down into the river valley where the riparian de
posits were the same age as the plains overlooking them. 

CORRELATIVE ANIMAL LIFE 

As is usual with leaf fossil localities, no vertebrate fossils 
were found. Documentation from other sources makes it 
clear, however, that the groves of trees along this portion of 
the old Deschutes River were surely frequented by an array 
of animals that would in general seem familiar to us today. 

(Ted Fremd. John Day Fossil Beds National 
MonumenL 0ra1 communication, 1988). 

TAPHONOMY 

Leaves commonly become fossilized as a result of one of 
two conditions: (I) They may eOUle to rest at the bollom of 
a body of water and become eovered with silt that over time 
hardens to rock. In this case, the impressions arc generally 
of flat-lying leaves. (2) They may be caught up in a mud
flow and rolled along with the mud that eventually becomes 
rock. Such fossils tell of their origin because they lie in 
curved or rolled positions, 

The host rocks at the Deschutes fossil floral locality were 
clearly the result ofa mudflow, The gray, fine-grained ma
lrix of volcanic ash contains abundant poorly sorted rock 
material varying in size from sand to occasional boulders. 
Most of the inclusions are angular pyroclastic fragments of 
pumice, cinders. and lava. Branch and tree molds in the 
rocks also point to their mudflow origin. The molds are 
mostly empty. A few small ones hold a bit of poorly pre
served petrified wood. 

The mudflow stratum is at least 20 ft (6 m) thick . For 55 
years. between the 1935 and the 1990 road work, the road 
cut here displayed several cross sections of vertical tree
trunk molds (Figure 2), Unfonunately, they were mostly 
lost in the latest excavation process. A number of horizontal 
parting layers from <3 ft (I m) to >6 ft (2 m) apart verti
cally show that the mud came down the paleovalley in a 
series of pulses. 

The lowest ofthesc parting layers (and therefore the ini
tial pulse of the mudflow) is about 2 ft (0,7 m) thick. The 
bollom part of this layer hosts a number of fossil leaves in 
rolled positions, which indicates that they were pIcked up 
from the surface litter and carried a short distance. The sur
face of this parting layer is, in the area of the vertical tree 
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Plate I. Deschulesflora lemlcs (AfSAlF-U), approximately na/ural size. (a) Arbutus? sp. /lIlodronn}: (b) Populus alcxan
dcri Dor! (Chaney. 1938) /collonwood); (c) Populus subwashocnsis /coltonwood}; (d) 'juvenile leaves" o/Populus alexan
deri Dorj(Chaney. 1938) {cottonwood}; (e) Rosa sp. {rose). 

molds, covered wilh thousands of leaf impressions. In 
places. the leaves arc deposi ted scvcrallaycrs thick. 

This type of lear-impression-rich parting layer has been 
noted in other volcan ic mudnow deposits (Burnham and 
Spicer. 19&6). These amhon concluded that , !cgclation par. 
lially drowned in a volcanic mudflow might suffer stress 
that would initiate the leaf-abscission process and that a 
later air fall of pumice might cause a rain of leavcs on the 

mud surface. Conditions observed at the Deschutes fossil 
nora locality tend to substantiate this conclusion. The lower 
parting plane with the thick earpet of leaf impressions also 
includes a centimeter-thick layer of air fal l pumice fragments. 

Confinnation of this concept was noted hy the author In 

1981 during the collection of leavcs incorporated into the 
Toutle River mudnow that was caused by the 1980 eruption 
of Mount SI. Helens. Muddy ··high-water" marks on tree 
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Plate 2. Deschutesjlora leaves (MSA IF-14), approximolely xl. 25: fa) Salix fl orissanti Knowlton and Cockerell / willow); 
(b) Cratacgus sp. [hawthorn); fe) Populus pliotrcmuloidcsAxelrod /quaking aspen}; (d) Ulmus sp. felm). 

trunks on the outer edges of the mudflow in many places 
indicate that after reaching an apex, the Illudflow subsided 
by about 3 ft (0.9 m). AI this point. the mud solidified on 
draining and drying. or course. all of the inundated trees 
had been killed. Interestingly. great numbers oftrces stand
ing free and clear of the consolidated fl ow but showi ng a 
Joft coating of mud on their bases had also died (Figure 5). 
Byron Johnson, landowner at one of the collecting locaJi· 

ties, pointed out that the cambium layer of the drowned por
tions of tree trunks appcanxl. "cooked," The author measured 
mudflow temperatures in excess of 55°C (131"F) at that time. 

Some support of the Burnham and Spicer ( 1986) hypoth
esis of accelerated abscission was also noted at the Byron 
Johnson place: The final upper surface of the mudflow was 
littered with fallen leaves " in relief' (Figure 6) : Rainfall 
had eroded away about Y. in. (6.4 mm) ofthe surface, lea\'-
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ing each fallen leaf perched on its own tiny 
pedestal. Had another surge of mud covered this 
surface at that time, the strala would have in
c1udcd ( I) a ground-covering layer of mud with 
rolled leaf inclusions. (2) a parting layer with 
large numbers of leaves in a flat horizontal po
sit ion. and (3) the late-surge layer of 
mud--conditions as they are found at the Dc
sehutes flora locality. 

HOW FAR FROM TOE SOURCE TREE 
ARE FOSSIL LEAVES! 

Havi ng sometimes seen leaves fl oati ng down 
a s tream, one wonders how fa r most fossil 
leaves travel from their source tree before being 
deposited. It turns out, not far. Studies show 
that angiosperm leaves that have traveled for 
any considerable distance become ragged or 
fragmented (Spicer and Wolfe. 1987). A num
ber of studies of modem vegetation ha\'e shown 
that by far the greater portion of leaves fallen 
from trees come to rest either immediately be
neath the trcc or at a very short distance away 
(Chancy. 1924: Spicer and Wolfe. 1987; Burn
ham, 1989). In the preliminary (un
published) study of the entombment of 
leaves in the 1980 Toutle River mudflow. 

Figure 5. Dead alder trees at the edge of the J 980 Toutle River mudjlow 
caused by the eruption of.~fount St. Helens. These trees were killed. al
though only the lower 3 fl of their trunks had been covered by the mud flow. 

the author noted that of the II species re
covered in the mud matrix all lay within 
27 ft (8.2 m) ofa standing plant of the same 
species. many of them closer than that. 

HOW FULLY DO FOSSLL LEAVES 
AT A WCALITY REFLECT RE
GIONAL PALEO VEGETATION? 

Fossi l leaves found at a locality tell an 
incomplete story of the palcovegetation of 
a fossi l locality. The untold part of the 
story is a blank len by the absence of an 
unknown number of addi tional species 
that may have grown at the locality but 
arc not known to the collector. Possibly, 
some trccs had nOI leafed out when the 
mudflow arrived 10 bury the leaves. Some 
planu may have been growing only a 
short distance away and are therefore not 
represe nted in a collection. Some plant 
fossils may be present but have not yet 
been found by the collector. 

Figure 6. Flat lying leaves on the rain-etched surface of the Toutle River 
mudflow near In terstate Highway 5 at Castle Rock. Washington. one year after 
the Mount St. Helens eruption. 

Chancy, in a classic study of leaf entombment at Muir 
Woods in California 's redwood country, found that only 70 
percent of the 27 species seen growing in the study area 
were found in the stream sediments studied (Chaney. 1924). 

·In the Simtustus Formation nea r Gateway, Oregon. fos
silized shell s of hackberry (Cellis) seeds are so abundant 
that they were used as a marker fossil during mapping of 

those rocks (Smith. 1986a) . The remarkable deposit of 
these seeds o\'er a wide area of more than 30 mi2 (78 km2

) 

indieates that hackberry trees must have been extremely 
abundant during lhe deposilion of the rocks of that forma
lion. Ho\\'e"er. in the only presently known Simtustus For
mation fossil leaf locality, the Pelton locality, MSNF-1 5, 
hackberry leaves ha"e not been found (Ashwill, 1990). 
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As discussed in the previous section, we can feel sure 
that the plants that produced the fossil leaves lived nearby. 
And although often a degree of uncertainty remains when a 
fossil leaf is added to a fossil leaf floral list, nevertheless, 
the data can confidently be added as a taxon that grew in 
the region. 

HOW NEAR WAS THE VOLCANIC EVENT THAT 
CONTRIBUTED TO THE BURIAL OF THE GROVES 
AT mE LOCALITY? 

Chaney's (1938) study of the Deschutes flora material 
found in 1935 included a discussion of the "tuffs" hosting 
the fossils and their possible source. He puzzled about the 
flat-lying attitude of the leaves at the parting layer as a 
possible indicator that they may have been water lain. 
He noted that other such flat-lying leaf deposits had been 
usually found in fine sediments rather than in the coarse 
sediments found at the Deschutes locality. Speculating on a 
volcanic source for the pumice and vitrophyre incorporated 
in the mudflow, he suggested a possible nearby silicic vol
canic vent. 

In response to a request for some comments, in view of 
more recent work, on the notes made by Chaney (1938) 
more than fifty years ago on the taphonomy and rocks at the 
locality, the following was contributed by G.A. Smith, 
whose 1986 doctoral study included this area: 

"Your 'mudflow' term is really quite adequate. This is a 
very fine-grained rock. The other conspicuous feature is the 
abundant pumice lapilli and bombs which, as you note, 
come in pretty big sizes at this outcrop.-I had forgotten the 
comparison he [Chaney] made to Katmai. There are no 
vents any closer than the Cascades, and there is nothing 
about the deposit that requires a source in closer proximity. 
The idea of the deposition of the flora-bearing beds having 
closely followed an eruption is reasonable.-The overall 
impression, therefore, is of serial emplacement of several 
mudflow units with more dilute-flow phases between them. 
Because of the upright [tree] trunks, presumably rooted in 
situ, I don't see this as a lake but rather a flood plain to the 
ancestral Deschutes River that was inundated by mudflows; 
I do not recall any evidence that would make me feel 
strongly that the leaves themselves had been deposited in 
standing water as Chaney subscribes. I have an analysis of 
one of the big black pumices in my dissertation; it is an
desitic in composition. Besides the rounded cobbles that 
you mentioned, I also noted a fair number of angular, black 
glassy clast (vitrophyre). These are common among the 
ledge forming debris-flow deposits that are so conspicuous 
northward from Campbell Creek canyon along the east side 
of the [Deschutes] River and also in places on the [Warm 
Springs] Reservation, especially north of Seekseequa Junc
tion. I never analyzed the clasts at Chaney's locality, but 
others collected along the Vanora Cliff are dacitic in com
position"(G.A. Smith, University of New Mexico, Depart
ment of Earth and Planetary Sciences, written communica
tion, 1995). 

GEOLOGICAL SECTION OF LOCALITY 
Smith (1986b) measured a geologic section at the Warm 

Springsl Agency Plains highway grade using collective data 
taken from road cuts at and near the Deschutes fossil flora 
locality. Total thickness from the John Day Forma
tionlDeschutes Formation contact to the top of the rimrock 
was determined to be 338 ft (103 m). 

The upper 2l.3 ft (6.5 m) consists of coarse-grained, 
diktytaxitic, high-alumina, olivine tholeiitic basalt (Agency 
Plains flow of the Tetherow Butte basalt member). 

Below this, Smith documented 64 ft (19.5 m) of 
medium- to coarse-grained sandstone varying from gray to 
light brown in color and including pumice lapilli. Layers of 
this sandstone from 2 ft (0.6 m) to 20 ft (6 m) thick are 
interspersed with lapillistone layers from l.6 ft (0.5 m) to 
4.6 ft (1.4 m) thick. 

At the base of the sandstone/lapillistone unit is a dacitic, 
unwelded, pink to gray ignimbrite layer that is 28 ft (8.5 m) 
thick. 

The section of the Deschutes Formation that lies below 
the ignimbrite layer is 225 ft (68.5 m) thick and consists of 
layers of fine- to coarse-grained light-gray to light-brown 
sandstone with thicknesses between 6.2 ft (l.9 m) and 50 ft 
(15.2 m) interspersed with lapillistone layers 0.6 ft (0.2 m) 
to 6.2 ft (l.9 m) thick. 

The portion containing the leaf fossils discussed in this 
paper is about 120 ft (36.6 m) below the top of the rimrock 
at the locality. 

TWO GROVES RECORDED BY THEIR FOSSILS 

The ancient river bed is revealed in the road cut by a 
thick sequence of dark crossbedded sands. The paleoriver is 
thought to have been flowing in a northerly or northeasterly 
direction. The east-west road cut gives us a view of a cross 
section of the riverbed and its valley. The massive mudflow 
rests on the old riverbed sands and fills its valley deep 
enough to have partly drowned trees growing at the time on 
both east and west banks. Over 95 percent of the fossil 
leaves found came from the area of the drowned grove on 
the east bank. This is the locality uncovered in 1935. The 
mudflow section over the center of the river bed is mostly 
barren of fossils. A few small concentrations of leaf fossils 
were found on the west bank, mainly of the juvenile Popu
lus type. 

PALEOCLIMATE AND CORRELATION WITH 
OTHER FOSSIL FLORAS 

Fossil plants are important indicators of past climatic 
conditions, and the data obtained from the Deschutes fossil 
flora are quite significant in this respect. Fossil studies of 
both plant and animal life ofthe northern hemisphere docu
ment a climatic trend from tropical, through warm
temperate to cool and more arid climate in mid-latitude in
terior areas of the continents, beginning early in the Ter
tiary and culminating in the Pleistocene "Ice Age." This 
process during the time interval from the Eocene through 
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the Pliocene has been especially completely recorded in the 
richly fossiliferous strata of central Oregon. 

The "deterioration" of the climate, though generally 
gradual, was punctuated by at least two rather sudden (in 
geologic time) changes. One of these events was the change 
from tropical to warm-temperate conditions at approxi
mately 33 Ma. Fossil assemblages older than that (e.g., Ar
buckle Mountain, MSAIF-34; Denning Spring, MSAIF-35 
[also Gordon, 1985]; East Birch Creek, MSAIF-36; Wild
wood Campground, MSAIF-54; West Branch Creek, 
MSAIF-57; Dietz, MSAIF-86) commonly include palms, 
cycads, and lianas. Even banana has been found in the 
rocks of central Oregon (Manchester and Kress, 1993; 
Manchester, 1994a). 

Lower John Day Formation floras and others somewhat 
younger than 33 Ma (e.g., Canal, MSAIF-8; Knox Ranch, 
MSAIF-32; Fossil High School, MSAIF-33; Twickenham, 
MSAIF-39; Gray's Ranch, MSAIF-51) produce none of the 
above-mentioned tropical plants but instead a cooler cli
mate assemblage including dawn redwood, maple, alder, 
birch, evergreen oaks and other associated plants. These as
semblages, along with the classical Bridge Creek flora near 
Mitchell, Oregon, are all part of a large number of lower 
John Day Formation fossil localities often collectively re
ferred to as "Bridge Creek flora." 

Middle to upper John Day Formation floras and others 
in the area associated with the Columbia River basalts with 
ages from 22 Ma to 15 Ma (Heath Ranch, MSAIF-16; Fore
man Point, MSAIF-17; Mascall Road Cut, MSAIF-27) still 
indicate a rather moist paleoclimate. They produce fossils 
of swamp cypress, walnut, lobed oak, birch, alder, and 
sweet gum, to name a few. 

The second climatic event was a change from moist
temperate to semi-arid conditions that occurred sometime 
around 7-fJ Ma. 

The Vibbert fossil locality of Ashwill (1983; MSAIF-12) 
and the Deschutes fossil assemblage discussed here bracket 
this abrupt climatic change. They are both within the De
schutes Formation, one at the top, the other at the bottom, and 
are laterally separated by a distance of only 7 mi (11 km). 

The late Miocene Vibbert fossil locality in the lower De
schutes Formation at Gateway, Oregon, 12 mi (19 km) 
north of Madras is the youngest in the area that has an as
semblage of considerable diversity (27 species). Although 
the abundance oflobed oak, hawthorn, and cottonwood and 
the impression of a single twig of juniper suggest a trend 
toward a drier, harsher regime, sycamore, spruce, live oak, 
ash, and huckleberry, along with the diversity of the flora, 
point to a climate with milder winters and more summer 
precipitation than that of today. 

Several fossil localities in the Madras area that are 
younger than the Vibbert flora vary in age from an esti
mated 6 Ma or late Miocene (Juniper Canyon, MSAIF-7; 
Round Butte Dam, MSAIF-49; Dry Hollow, MSAIF-92) to 
approximately 5 Ma or earliest Pliocene (Deschutes, this 
paper, MSAlF-14; Rehermann, MSAlF-24; Kahneeta, 

MSAIF-68). These fossil localities correlate well in age and 
content with the Pliocene flora from the Rattlesnake For
mation near John Day, Oregon (Chaney, 1948a). 

Some of these assemblages are small and would have 
little significance individually, but a view of their combined 
content helps to visualize the ecosystem of the time. Their 
composition contrasts markedly with that ofthe Vibbert lo
cality and others somewhat older. Missing are the plants 
that require considerable summer moisture for survival, in
cluding swamp cypress, spruce, and sycamore. At present, 
the fossil localities younger than 7 Ma record only one 
conifer species, a large-coned pine in the Dry Hollow local
ity of the Bridge Creek flora in the western part of the study 
area. This locality is on the west side of the Deschutes 
River, where Ponderosa pines still can occasionally be 
found at streamside in the deep canyons. 

The significance of the Deschutes flora, then, is the indi
cation of a severe and abrupt change of climate around 7 
Ma, expressed in the bold contrast between its semi-arid
climate plants, and the more diverse, moist-climate flora of 
the Vibbert assemblage, which is only 2.5 million years 
older 

SUMMARY 

The data obtained from thousands of fossil leaves found 
during the 1990-1991 excavation at the Deschutes fossil 
locality have enabled us to add to and build upon Chaney's 
(1938) classic study. 

The new and more complete list of plants for the locality 
documents a more diverse flora than previously known. 
However, it is still a short list and restricted to plants grow
ing in a paleoclimate bordering on the semi -arid. In this 
respect the new picture of early Pliocene ecology in central 
Oregon is not greatly changed by the new finds. 

The data from the Deschutes locality, considered along 
with data from several other local fossil assemblages, con
trast strongly with data from the Vibbert locality at Gate
way, Oregon, which is only 2.5 million years older and only 
7 mi (11 km) distant. The more diverse flora of the Vibbert 
locality records a moister climatic regime. The indication is 
that a significant geologic event took place some time 
around 6 or 7 million years ago to alter the climate of cen
tral Oregon to a considerable degree and in a relatively 
short time. 
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State Seismic Rehabilitation Task Force 
summary report is now available 

The Seismic Rehabilitation Task Force created by the 
1995 Oregon Legislature to make recommendations to the 
Legislature by September 30, 1996, on the seismic rehabili
tation of existing buildings in Oregon has completed its 
work. According to Task Force Chair Paul Lorenzini, "The 
Task Force met, studied the problem, listened to the public 
and other affected groups, developed its recommendations, 
and delivered them as a report to the Legislature for its con
sideration. The Task Force believes that the program it is 
recommending will assure that the people of the State of 
Oregon will ultimately be better protected from earth
quakes." 

The Task Force report summarizes the findings and rec
ommendations of the Task Force and contains additional 
information and materials developed by the Task Force. 
Copies of the report may be purchased for $7 from the Na
ture of the Northwest Information Center, 800 NE Oregon 
St. #5, Portland, OR 97232, phone 503-872-2750, fax 503-
731-4066.0 

OSU to offer earthquake course 
Oregon State University will offer a new course, GEO 

380, "Earthquakes of the Pacific Northwest," as part of its 
Baccalaureate Core Curriculum dealing with Science, Technol
ogy, and Society. The course will focus on all aspects of the 
earthquake issue in the Northwest, including geologic evi
dence, forecasting, earthquake engineering, insurance, and 
government's role in legislation and disaster preparedness. 

The 3-credit course is designed for a general audience 
and will be taught by Dr. Robert Yeats, OSU Geosciences 
Department. The Department can be reached by phone at 
(541) 737-1201. 0 

PSU to offer evening geology classes 
The Geology Department of Portland State University 

will offer the following courses as evening classes: 
Clay Mineralogy (Michael Cummings), MW 5:15-6:30. 
Chemical Hydrogeology (Dennis Nelson), M 6:40~9:20. 
Well Dynamics (Ansel Johnson), TR 4:40-6:30. 
Physical Hydrogeology (Alan Yeakley), TR 4:00~5:50. 
Volcanic Hydrologic Hazards (Assessing and mitigating 

surficial hydrologic hazards at volcanoes; Tom Pier
son, U.S. Geological Survey), T 6:40~9:20. 

For information, call the Department at (503) 725-3022. 0 
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Liquefaction susceptibility of soft alluvial silts in the Willamette Valley 
by D. Andrew Vessely, Cornforth Consultants, Inc., 10250 SW Greenburg Road, Suite Ill, Portland, Oregon 97223; Michael 
Riemer, Department of Civil Engineering, 440 Davis Hall, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720; and Ignacio 
Arango, Bechtel Corporation, Po. Box 193965, San Francisco, California 941J9. 

ABSTRACT 
The Tualatin and Portland basins of the Willamette Val

ley contain vast deposits of very soft to very loose alluvial 
silts. Large sections of Portland, Hillsboro, Beaverton, and 
Forest Grove have numerous structures and civil works sit
uated on these flood-plain deposits. Due to the recent up
grading of potential seismic ground motions in western 
Oregon, the question arises: "Can these saturated silt de
posits liquefy?" The behavior of sands and silty sands to 
earthquake shaking is well understood, and there are widely 
used, simple empirical charts to evaluate the liquefaction 
potential for sands, using standard penetration test (SPT) 
blowcount data. There is not, however, a similar compre
hensive knowledge of the seismic behavior of predomi
nantly silty material. 

This paper describes the results of cyclic triaxiallabora
tory tests performed on relatively undisturbed samples of 
nonplastic, alluvial and flood-deposit silts from a site in the 
Tualatin basin near Forest Grove in Washington County. 
Five specimens were tested under various cyclic stress ra
tios to evaluate the response of the silt to cyclic motions. 
The test results indicated that all specimens developed a 
state of initial liquefaction and that four of the five speci
mens "liquefied," i.e., developed excess pore-water pres
sures equal to the initial effective confining stress, under 
cyclic stress ratios and number of uniform cycles represen
tative of postulated earthquakes from crustal and subduc
tion sources. 

The results of this study clearly indicate that nonplastic 
alluvial silts can liquefy under design-level earthquakes. 
However, the results are site specific, and one must exercise 
care and judgment before using these results at other sites 
throughout the Willamette Valley. For example, the effects 
of increasing plasticity, which is common in many alluvial 
deposits in the valley, has not been addressed. Much re
search is needed before the overall seismic behavior ofthese 
alluvial materials is fully understood. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Fern Hill Water Treatment Plant is located about 2 
mi south of Forest Grove on the Tualatin River flood plain 
(Figure 1). The plant is currently being expanded to accom
modate increased water-supply needs for several Washing
ton County communities, including Hillsboro and Forest 
Grove. Current geotechnical studies for the expansion proj
ect included a review of existing geotechnical reports from 
the original plant construction in 1974, the drilling of sev
eral borings to evaluate subsurface conditions for specific foun
dation locations, and a site-specific seismic hazard evaluation. 

According to the previous geotechnical information and 
current borings, the subsurface material at the site consists 
of 80-85 ft of fine-grained deposits, which are predomi
nantly silts originating from Quaternary catastrophic flood 
deposits and alluvium. The upper 30-50 ft of this deposit 
consists of very loose to medium-dense silt, with Standard 
Penetration Test (SPT) blowcounts1 ranging from 2 to 21 
blows per foot (bpf), with an average blowcount of 8.5 bpf. 
Groundwater is typically within 5-10 ft of the ground 
surface. Classification tests indicated that the material 
is essentially nonplastic. Due to the low blowcounts and 
low plasticity, the design team became concerned that 
these silts were potentially liquefiable under current 
design-level earthquakes. A representative boring log is 
shown in Figure 2. 

1 Standard penetration test blowcount is the number of blows (of a 140-\b 
hammer falling freely through a height of 30 in.) to drive a standard sam
pling tube 12 in. into the ground. 

FEANHILL WATER 
TREATMENT PLANT 

OREGON 

o , 10 
I 

MILES 

Figure 1. Sketch map showing location of the Fernhill 
water treatment plant, the site discussed in this paper. 
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Figure 2. Representative boring log. U =Shelby tube 
sample; * = no sample recovered; curve on extreme right 
marked by circles shows moisture content in percent. 

DESIGN GROUND MOTION 
Representative ground motions were developed for sev

eral potential seismic sources including crustal earthquakes 
and intraplate and interface subduction earthquakes. The 
ground-motion parameters were developed from a compre
hensive seismic hazard evaluation performed for the Bar
ney Reservoir expansion project located 15 mi west of the 
site (Cornforth Consultants, 1994). That study assessed 
bedrock motions on a probabilistic and deterministic basis 
and developed synthetic acceleration-time histories for each 
source. 

For the Fern Hill site, the peak rock-acceleration values 
from Barney Reservoir were attenuated by averaging sev
eral empirical relationships for crustal earthquakes (Joyner 
and Boore, 1982; Idriss, 1991; and Sadigh and others, 
1993) and by using relationships developed by Youngs and 
others (1988) for the subduction earthquakes. Synthetic 
time histories were scaled to match the attenuated peak 
ground acceleration. The deterministic ground motions 
used at the site are presented in Table l. 

Table 1. Deterministic ground motion (bedrock) 

Maximum Peak bedrock 
credible earth· Minimum acceleration 

Source quake (MCE) distance (mi) mean (g) 

Portland Hills fault 6.8 16 0.16 
zone 

Intraslab 7.3 30 0.22 

Interface 8.5 40·55 0.14 

The seismic response of the alluvial soils overlying the 
bedrock was calculated by use of the program SHAKE91 
(Idriss and Sun, 1992). A generalized stratigraphy of the 
site was developed from the boring logs. Representative 
shear-wave velocity data for similar soil types were ob
tained from a review of geophysical testing by DOGAMI on 
30 drill sites in the Portland basin (Mabey and Madin, 
1995). The results of the dynamic analysis indicate that 
cyclic stress ratios induced by the earthquakes (CSR)eq 
would range from 0.18 to 0.29 from the ground surface to a 
depth of 45 ft. 

PRELIMINARY LIQUEFACTION EVALUATION 

As a first step in evaluating the susceptibility of the silts 
to seismic ground motions, the factor of safety against ini
tialliquefaction (FS) was calculated in a simplified empiri
cal procedure using SPT blowcount data (N) corrected for 
overburden pressure, earthquake magnitude, and hammer 
efficiency (Seed and others, 1983). For corrected SPT blow
counts-expressed as (N)60-in the range of 4-11, the em
pirical data for silty sands indicate that cyclic shear stress 
ratios of 0.12--0.23 must be induced in the ground to cause 
liquefaction. 

Comparing the cyclic stresses induced by the earth
quakes with the cyclic shear strength from the empirical 
chart indicated that the loose deposits of the silt in the up
per 50 ft would be susceptible to earthquake-induced lique
faction. However, the design team questioned the validity of 
the results, since they were obtained from a procedure that 
was originally developed for sands and silty sands, not for 
fine-grained silts. Do silts exhibit similar seismic behavior 
as sands? It was decided to test undisturbed samples of the 
silt in a cyclic triaxial test apparatus to evaluate the re
sponse under simulated earthquake loading. 

SOIL CLASSIFICATION PROPERTIES 

Three relatively undisturbed (Shelby tube) samples were 
obtained from the site from depths between 2l.5 and 32 ft. 
Several classification tests were performed on these sam
ples, including natural water content, grain size distribu
tion, and Atterberg limits. Grain size analyses were per
formed for all five test specimens. On average, the speci
mens contained 15 percent fine sand, 83 percent silt frac
tion, and 2 percent clay (Figure 3). The plasticity index (PI) 
for the five specimens ranged from 0 to 3, with an average 
of l.6, which is essentially nonplastic. SPT blowcounts ob
tained immediately below each tube sample were 3, 2, and 5, 
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Figure 3. Range of particle size for 5 cyclic triaxial 
specimens. 

respectively, and the corrected average blowcount SPT 
(Nj)60 was 4. Natural water content ranged from 35 to 55 
percent and was fairly uniform in the upper 50 ft. 

SAMPLE TRANSPORTATION 

Cyclic triaxial testing was performed at the Geotechnical 
Laboratory at the University of California at Berkeley. To 
help minimize sample disturbance prior to transporting the 
samples to Berkeley, the end caps of the tubes were removed, 
and the tubes were left on end with moist filter cloth to al
low the sample to drain excess water, thereby mobilizing 
capillary tension within the sample. As a further precau
tion, the tube samples were carefully packaged, then hand
carried on a commercial flight to Oakland, California. 

SPECIMEN PREPARATION 

Triaxial specimens (nominally 2.8 in. in diameter and 6 
in. in height) were extruded from segments of the Shelby 
tubes with a modified hydraulic jack. Capillary stresses in 
the partially saturated silts were sufficient to maintain free
standing specimens after extrusion. Following placement of 
the top cap and the latex membrane, each specimen was 
vacuum saturated and measured, and the triaxial cell was 
assembled around it. An effective confining stress of ap
proximately half an atmosphere (1,000 pounds per square 
foot [psf]) was maintained throughout the vacuum and 
back-pressure saturation processes. The specimens were 
then consolidated to an isotropic stress of 1,500 psfprior to 
undrained cyclic loading. Volume changes during both the 
saturation and consolidation phases were closely monitored 
and were observed to be small, which satisfied the intent of 
reconsolidating relatively undisturbed specimens. 

CYCLIC TRIAXIAL TESTING 

The triaxial tests were performed by use of the CKC e/p 
pneumatic loader, under the control of Georobot software 
(version 5.2). Instrumentation included an externally 
mounted, 500-pound-capacity load cell, a l.OO-in. Collins 
L VDT, and three differential pressure transducers of vary-

ing sensitivities. All of the instrumentation and other com
ponents of the systems were calibrated prior to testing. 

The cyclic testing consisted of uniform, stress
controlled, sinusoidal loading under undrained conditions 
at a frequency of 1 cycle/second. The cyclic stress ratios 
(CSRs), which are a measure of the amplitude of loading, 
were chosen to span the range expected to result from the 
design seismic events at the project site. Throughout this 
report, the cyclic stress ratio is defined as the peak cyclic 
deviatoric stress (crde) divided by two times the initial effec
tive consolidation stress (cr' con): 

CSR=~ 
2a;on 

Cyclic loading was applied to all of the isotropically con
solidated specimens until they had reached axial strains in 
excess of 8 percent. In all cases, this occurred after the spec
imens reached a state of initial liquefaction (at which the 
effective confining pressure, 3, first reaches a value of zero). 

RESULTS OF TESTING 

The data from the five cyclic tests are summarized in 
Table 2. Initial conditions for each specimen include the 
original depth and the dry density (y~ immediately prior to 
cyclic testing. The results of each test are described by the 
cyclic stress ratio (CSR), and the number of cycles required 
to reach "initial liquefaction," defined as the achievement 
of a pore pressure ratio of ru = ~u1cr' eon = 100%, where ~u 
is the change in pore-water pressure. 

Table 2. Results of cyclic triaxial testing of Willamette silts 

Blow- In situ dry Cyclic Number 
Sample count density, Yd loading of cycles 

Test depth (ft) (N.) •• (pct) (CSR) (ru=100%) 

7T 22 4 81.7 0.250 22 

7M 22.5 4 80.9 0.327 

7B 23 4 79.3 0.220 12 

9T 26 3 82.5 0.177 105 

llT 31 83.2 0.247 8 

As has been frequently observed in cohesionless soils, 
the onset of substantial cyclic straining (greater than 5-
percent axial strain) roughly coincided with initialliquefac
tion. The values of CSR versus the number of cycles to ini
tialliquefaction are plotted for the five tests in Figure 4. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The laboratory testing performed on the samples of allu
vial silt during the current study generally confirmed the 
results of the simplified empirical procedure based on SPT 
blowcount data. Despite the low percentage of sand-sized 
particles, these materials are prone to liquefaction when 
subjected to moderate cyclic loading. Due to the lack of co-
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CYCLIC TRIAXIAL TEST RESULTS FOR 
SLIGHTLY SANDY SILT 
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Figure 4. Cycles to initial liquefaction for slightly sandy 
silt. 

hesive fines in the material, and low SPT values indicating 
a very loose structure, it is likely that the samples retrieved 
from the field were at least slightly disturbed during the 
sampling process. This disturbance would be expected to 
densify the material and, as a result, increase the liquefac
tion resistance of the specimens tested in the lab; therefore, 
the data plotted in Figure 4 are suspected of representing 
levels of liquefaction resistance that are greater than those 
available in equivalent deposits in situ. 

In light of the difficulties in evaluating the degree of dis
turbance and the magnitude of its possible effects, it seems 
unreasonable to attempt to quantify them and subsequently 
"correct" for these effects. The cyclic and static test results 
can probably best be considered as "upper bound" values on 
the liquefaction resistance and post-liquefaction strengths, 
respectively, of the rather low-density silt deposit from 
which the specimens were obtained. 
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Wang to head DOGAMI earthquake 
hazard reduction efforts 

Yumei (Mei Mei) Wang has been appointed to lead the 
earthquake hazard activities for the Oregon Department of 
Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI). 

Wang, an earthquake engineer with DOGAMI since 
1994, will lead a team of geologists and scientists who spe
cialize in studying earthquake hazards in Oregon. She will 
also work with local, state, and national earthquake groups 
in forming partnerships for mitigation efforts to reduce loss 
of life and property. 

Wang recently authored the earthquake hazard maps for 
the Salem area (DOGAMI Geological Map Series 
GMS-105, 1996). She and other scientists are now working 
on similar maps for the Eugene-Springfield area. 

The hazard maps are part of a larger project to protect 
Oregonians from earthquake damage. Through Wang and 
other earthquake professionals, DOGAMI is increasing its 
efforts to promote earthquake awareness and preparedness. 

Wang earned her master's degree in civil engineering 
with a geotechnical emphasis from the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley in 1988. Before coming to DOG AMI, she 
had her own geotechnical engineering consulting firm in 
Oakland, California. She is an officer for the American So
ciety of Civil Engineers and a member of the Earthquake 
Engineering Research Institute, the Association of Women 
Geoscientists, and the Association of Engineering Geolo
gists (AEG). She is chairperson for the AEG's 1997 earth
quake symposium. 

Wang replaces Matthew Mabey, who left DOGAMI this 
summer to accept a teaching position at Brigham Young 
University. 0 
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The expected financial losses due to building damage caused by 
severe earthquakes in Oregon 
by Robert M. Whelan], Mineral Economist, and Matthew A. Mabel, Earthquake Specialist, Oregon Department of Geology 
and Mineral Industries 

INTRODUCTION 
The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Indus

tries (DOGAMI) has estimated the direct financial losses 
from buildings damaged by severe earthquakes in Oregon 
over the next 55 years. The analysis shows that, over that 
period, the average annual loss would be $108.6 million. 
This conclusion is based on a county-level study of building 
stocks, construction outlooks, and earthquake recurrence 
rates. 

A severe earthquake is defined here simply as one that 
causes ground shaking of 0.3 times the acceleration of grav
ity (0.3 g) or more. Three types of earthquakes can produce 
such violent motion: subduction-zone interface, subduction
zone intraplate, and large crustal earthquakes. 

The subduction-zone interface earthquakes that affect 
Oregon occur along the margins where the continental and 
oceanic plates meet. This zone is found deep below the 
ocean floor off the Oregon coast. Subduction-zone earth
quakes in Oregon are powerful yet infrequent events. They 
are often characterized by long periods of shaking that oc
cur over extensive areas. A subduction-zone interface earth
quake off the northern Oregon coast could produce shaking 
of 0.3 g as far away as the Portland metropolitan area. 

Subduction-zone intraplate earthquakes occur as the 
downgoing, or subducted, oceanic plate breaks beneath 
North America. The memorable and fatal earthquakes oc
curring in the Puget Sound region in 1949 and 1965 were 
of this type. 

Crustal earthquakes are more common. They are more 
localized events, but they can also be quite destructive near 
their source. Crustal earthquakes are caused by sudden 
movements between different sections of bedrock. These 
movements occur along faults that are typically near the 
surface. Ground shaking of 0.3 g or more is not uncommon 
in crustal earthquakes of magnitude 6 or 7 (Geomatrix, 
1995). 

RECURRENCE RATE 

How often are there earthquakes that cause 0.3 g of 
ground shaking or more? The power and frequency of 
crustal earthquakes largely depends on local geological 
conditions. For subduction zone earthquakes, distance from 
the epicenter is a crucial factor in determining how much 
ground shaking occurs in an area. 

1 Current address: ECONorthwest, Pioneer Tower, Suite 1460, 888 SW Fifth 
Avenue, Portland, OR 97204-2028. 

2 Current address: Geology Department, Brigham Young University, PO. 
Box 25111, Provo, UT 84602-5111 

By examining the geologic record, it is possible to esti
mate the historical frequency of earthquakes in different 
parts of the state. For this analysis, estimates of the frequen
cies of large crustal and the subduction-zone earthquakes 
were used. These estimates were derived from the seismic 
design mapping project of the Oregon Department of 
Transportation (Geomatrix, 1995). The frequencies of 
earthquake occurrence were used to calculate how often 
these seismic events resulted in ground shaking of 0.3 g or 
more. This was done for the main population center of each 
county. As a necessary simplification, it is assumed that the 
frequency of 0.3 g ground shaking is the same in all parts 
of a given county. The results are shown on Table 1. 

The probabilities on Table 1 are expressed in recurrence 
rates. For instance, for Benton County, the recurrence rate 
is calculated for Corvallis. It is the main population center 
for the county. In Corvallis, seismic events that cause at 
least 0.3 g of ground shaking happen about once every 
1,750 years. The chance that such an event will occur in 
anyone year is 1:1,750, or a little less than 0.06 percent. 
This probability is applied to all parts of Benton County. 

BUILDING STOCK DATA AND DAMAGE RATES 

The building stock is the total square footage of build
ings in place. To compute the expected future losses from 
seismic events, a forecast of the building stock of every 
county was needed. With the exception of the Census of 
Housing, building stock data are not collected. The con
struction statistics firm of F W Dodge, however, estimates 
the building stock of each county as part of its regular pro
gram of monitoring construction contracts and permits. 
This is the most reliable source of building stock data. 

FW Dodge provided 1995 county building stock esti
mates for 15 categories of structures. These included categories 
such as retail buildings, schools, and offices. The 1995 data 
were used as a base for the building stock forecast. 

In connection with a study of aggregate demand, 
DOGAMI built construction forecasting models for each 
county (Whelan, 1995). The models forecast the number of 
square feet for over a dozen categories of buildings on an 
annual basis through the year 2050. 

The forecasts were consolidated into categories common 
to both FW Dodge and the county aggregate models. This 
yielded a projection of additions to the building stock for 
different types of structures. It was then assumed that a cer
tain percentage of buildings are removed each year from the 
building stock. Removals happen because of demolition, 
abandonment, and obsolescence. A removal rate of 0.0111 
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Table 1. The probability of a seismic event causing at 
least 0.3 g of ground shaking in a county 

Population Recurrence rate 
County center (years) 

Baker Baker City 4,250 

Benton Corvallis 1,750 

Clackamas Portland area 1,250 

Clatsop Astoria 500 

Columbia St. Helens 1,250 

Coos Coos Bay 350 

Crook Prineville 7,250 

Curry Gold Beach 125 

Deschutes Bend 4,500 

Douglas Roseburg 1,500 

Gilliam Condon 5,000 

Grant John Day 7,500 

Harney Burns 25,000 

Hood River Hood River 3,125 

Jackson Medford 1,250 

Jefferson Madras 7,250 

Josephine Grants Pass 1,000 

Klamath Klamath Falls 1,500 

Lake Lakeview 1,500 

Lane Eugene 1,750 

Lincoln Newport 300 

Linn Albany 1,750 

Malheur Ontario 3,500 

Marion Salem 1,500 

Morrow Boardman 5,000 

Multnomah Portland 1,250 

Polk Dallas 1,075 

Sherman Moro 5,000 

Tillamook Tillamook 400 

Umatilla Pendelton 5,000 

Union La Grande 4,250 

Wallowa Enterprise 4,250 

Wasco The Dalles 5,000 

Washington Portland area 1,250 

Wheeler Mitchell 25,000 

Yamhill McMinnville 825 

was used for school buildings. A rate of 0.0167 was used for 
all other nonresidential buildings. For housing, a slightly 
different approach was used. 

Housing data for this analysis came directly from the ag
gregate models. The total square footage of single and mul
tifamily housing in 1995 came from F.W Dodge. For man
ufactured homes, which are not reported in construction 
statistics, an estimate was made for the total square footage 
in 1995 by multiplying the number of units by 1,300. The 
forecasts of additions and removals are part of the aggre
gate models, and these were used in the forecasts of build
ing stocks. 

The square footage of buildings by type was converted 
into dollar values. The interest here is in the replacement 
cost of structures. In other words, if a retail building is de
stroyed in an earthquake, how much would it cost to rebuild 
it? The concern here is not the market or assessed value, but 
rather replacement cost. 

Construction cost estimates were made with data used in 
the development of the aggregate models. F. W Dodge pro
vided construction cost and square footage statistics for 
1978 to 1993. These figures exclude the costs of land and 
of some of the site improvements. They are a fair represen
tation of what it would cost to rebuild a structure after an 
earthquake. DOGAMI used the F.W Dodge data to ca1cu1ate 
costs per square foot for each major building category. For 
manufactured homes, which F. W Dodge does not report, it 
was assumed that replacement costs equal 60 percent of the 
replacement cost of single-family site-built houses. 

Construction costs tend to be higher in the three counties 
that make up the Portland metropolitan area. For all build
ing types, construction costs per square foot in Clackamas, 
Multnomah, and Washington Counties were 4.3 percent 
higher than the 1978-1992 state average. One reason for 
this is the prevalence of high-rise multifamily housing in 
and around Portland. High-rise units historically cost 29 
percent more per square foot to build than low-rise units. 
Approximately 87 percent of the high-rise multifamily con
struction done in Oregon from 1978 to 1992 took place in 
the three Portland area counties. Those counties accounted 
for only 51 percent of the total square footage of building 
construction during that period. For the other 33 counties 
in Oregon, average construction costs were 4.6 percent less 
than the state average. 

Construction costs were converted into 1996 dollars, us
ing an index of building costs (Kiley and Moselle, 1993). 
The average 1996 cost per square foot was calculated for 
the 1978-1993 period for each building type. The replace
ment value of the building stock was then estimated by mul
tiplying the square footage for each year in the forecast by 
the 1996 cost per square foot. 

The value for the whole state for 1996 was estimated at 
$144.3 billion. The forecast shows the value of the building 
stock rising as the state's population and income level 
grows. In 2050, the building stock reaches a value of$275.6 
billion (1996 dollars). This is equivalent to a 1.2-percent 
compound annual growth rate over the forecast period. 

Damage rates in the analysis are measured as a percent
age of the replacement value of buildings. These damage 
rates, shown in Table 2, come from a preliminary analysis 
for Multnomah County in the case where buildings are sub
jected to an approximately 0.3-g seismic event (for pur
poses of this paper, from here on simply referred to as "0.3-g 
event"). Direct losses to buildings equal 15.43 percent of 
the replacement value of the building stock. Related losses, 
which include building contents, lost wages, and business 
interruptions, are 44.55 percent of the building stock's 
value. Seismic events resulting in weaker ground shaking 
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Table 2. Direct economic losses due to bUilding damage 
jrom 0.3-g seismic events expressed as a percentage oj 
building replacement value 

Type ofloss 

Damage to buildings: 

Building support structure 

Other building features 

Total building damage 

Losses related to building damage: 

Building contents 

Inventory losses 

Relocation costs 

Lost wages and business income 

Rental income loss 

Total losses related to building damage 

Total direct economic loss 

Percent of value 

3.83 

11.60 

15.43 

10.47 

0.25 

5.95 

27.46 

1.42 

45.55 

60.98 

would obviously result in lower losses; likewise, stronger 
ground shaking would cause higher losses. 

EXPECTED VALUE OF LOSSES 

The expected value of losses due to buildings damaged 
in 0.3-g seismic events equals $75.4 million in 1996. It 
rises over time as the building stock increases. The ex
pected value of losses in 2050 is forecast at $143.8 million 
(in 1996 dollars). The average expected value for the 55-
year period is $108.6 million. 

Expected value is a probability-weighted estimate. It 
measures the average annual loss due to 0.3-g earthquakes. 
That average combines the zero loss years when no destruc
tive earthquakes occur with the infrequent, yet catastrophic 
losses from years when large earthquakes hit. For example, 
if an earthquake would cause $100 million in losses, but has 
a probability of occurring only once every 50 years, the ex
pected value of losses would be $100 million divided by 50 
years or $2 million a year. 

The expected values of losses were calculated for each 
county. These are shown in Table 3. The losses are higher 
in urbanized and coastal counties and lower in eastern Ore
gon counties. The actual loss in a year will range from zero 
to several hundred or thousand times the expected value. 

The expected value was calculated for each year for each 
county. The value of the building stock was multiplied by 
the damage rates shown on Table 2. The result was then 
divided by the recurrence rate shown on Table l. 

WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN? 

We noted that if we factor in all our expectations about the 
frequency, destructiveness, and locations of 0.3 -g earthquakes 
and combine th~m with a forecast for Oregon's building 
stock, we find that losses from damaged buildings will av
erage $108.6 million a year. At first blUSh, that may seem like 
a manageable loss. Is it, then, really worth spending much 

Table 3. Expected value oj losses due to building dam
age from 0.3-g seismic events jor the period 1996-2050 (in 
millions oj 1996 dollars per year) 

Average expected 
County value oflosses (millions of $) 

Baker 125 

Benton 1,396 

Clackamas ll,421 

Clatsop 2,297 

Columbia 1,149 

Coos 6,021 

Crook 82 

Curry 7,744 

Deschutes 1,080 

Douglas 1.952 

Gilliam 35 

Grant 30 

Harney 8 

Hood River 207 

Jackson 4,921 

Jefferson 88 

Josephine 2,426 

Klamath 1,363 

Lake 145 

Lane 6,756 

Lincoln 5,784 

Linn 2,053 

Malheur 245 

Marion 6,542 

Morrow 59 

Multnomah 21,532 

Polk 1,750 

Sherman 17 

Tillamook 2,538 

Umatilla 386 

Union 170 

Wallowa 58 

Wasco 163 

Washington 14,484 

Wheeler 4 

Yamhill 3,534 

State total 108,565 

money to mitigate building damage from potential earth
quakes? It depends, in part, on the remaining life of a building. 

The expected value of losses is an annual figure. However, 
most of the work done to a building and its contents to make 
them more resistant to earthquake damage will last for the 
lifetime of the structure. The cost of these efforts must be mea
sured against the losses we expect for the life of the building. 

A typical building today has a remaining life of about 55 
years. The expected value of losses for the next 55 years in 
Oregon totals $5,97l.2 million. About $1,510.7 million of 
that amount will be damage to the buildings themselves. 
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The remaining $4,460.5 million will come from lost in
comes, building contents, and other items. 

From our analysis, we estimate that in any given year 
losses equal 0.0522 percent of the value of buildings in the 
state. A building with a remaining life of 55 years can ex
pect a loss of 2.S7 percent of its current value. If an earth
quake mitigation plan could reduce expected losses by 50 
percent, then one might expect a building owner to be will
ing to pay up to 1.44 percent of the building's value for 
mitigation work. 

For the purposes ofthis paper we used an example that 
is oversimplified. One should consider the characteristics of 
buildings and their locations. Also, the data here represent 
an average for the whole state. Some parts of Oregon are 
very unlikely to suffer a major earthquake, while others are 
quite vulnerable. For example, if we consider similar build
ings in Burns and Portland, much greater expenditure on 
mitigation would be justified in Portland because the an
nual loss would be greater there, since earthquakes occur 
more frequently than in Burns. We also did not factor in 
loss of life, insurance tradeoffs, and the time value of 
money. For example, depending on the value placed on a 
life, the cost of the earthquakes considered here could in
crease as much as ten times the value of the damage consid
ered in this study. 

Perhaps most importantly, we showed the economic 
costs ofO.3-g earthquakes only. We neglected the losses due 
to weaker ground shaking events, as well as the potential 
for far greater loss rates than those used here that comes 
with ground shaking stronger than 0.3 g. 

A similar analysis based on 0.2-g crustal earthquakes 
gave us very high loss figures. For some counties, the ex
pected value of losses from 0.2-g earthquakes is greater 
than for 0.3-g earthquakes. While these smaller quakes 
cause far less damage, they occur at a much greater fre
quency. In some places, the frequency is so high that build
ings are more likely to suffer losses from 0.2-g events than 
from 0.3-g earthquakes. 

Much more work needs to be done so that the expected 
losses from earthquakes can be fully assessed. This prelimi
nary analysis helps place an order of magnitude to the risks 
to property and commerce from seismic events. Further re
search will allow us to consider the full spectrum of seismic 
events and their impact on different building types. This 
analysis can also be used to place a financial value on miti
gation efforts and earthquake insurance. 
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Released October 8, 1996: 

Relative Earthquake Hazard Maps oj the Salem East 
and Salem West Quadrangles, by Yumei Wang and 
William 1. Leonard. Geological Map Series map GMS-105, 
scale 1:24,000, 4 full-color maps and 10 p. text, $12. 

The four maps include three maps showing liquefaction 
susceptibility, ground motion amplification susceptibility, 
and landslide susceptibility. The fourth, relative hazard 
map, combines the results of those three to determine the 
relative earthquake hazards. 

In preparation for the Salem maps, engineering studies 
were made of the local soil and rock to determine how they 
would respond to an earthquake, and that information was 
used to develop the relative hazard maps. 

Released November 7,1996: 

Geologic Map oJ the Steelhead Falls Quadrangle, De
schutes and Jefferson Counties, Oregon, by Mark L. 
Ferns, Donald A. Stensland, and Gary A. Smith. Geologi
cal Map Series map GMS-101. Scale 1:24,000, full-color 
map and 13 p. text, $7. 

The Steel head Falls quadrangle covers an area of about 
53 square miles in northern Deschutes and southern Jeffer
son Counties, where the Crooked and Deschutes Rivers 
have carved SOO-foot-deep canyons into a volcanic basin 
that is 6 million years old. 

The full-color map and lO-page text provide information 
on the geologic history and resources of this highly scenic 
part of central Oregon. The map gives both technical and 
nontechnical people information on how the geology influ
ences groundwater and surface water flow. 

Released November 12, 1996: 

Earthquake Hazard MapsJor Oregon, by Ian P. Madin 
and Matthew A. Mabey. Geological Map Series map 
GMS-I00. Four full-color maps on one sheet, $S. 

GMS-lOO provides the most up-to-date and complete in
formation on earthquake hazards in Oregon currently avail
able. It allows users to compare hazards in one part of the 
state to another and to evaluate the likelihood of damaging 
earthquake shaking at a particular locale. 

The new map was based on data from a report Seismic 
Design Mapping, State of Oregon, prepared by Geomatrix 
Consultants, Inc., for the Oregon Department of Trans
portation, and on a 1993 VO dissertation, Active Faults and 
Earthquake Ground Motions in Oregon by Silvio K. Pez
zopane . 

These DOGAMI publications are now available over the 
counter, by mail, FAX, or phone from the Nature of the 
Northwest Information Center and the DOGAMI field of
fices in Baker City and Grants Pass. Addresses are on page 
130 ofthis issue. Orders may be charged to Visa or Master
card. Orders under $50 require prepayment. 0 
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67 Bibliography (4th supplement, 1956-60). 1970 4.0o __ 
71 Geology oflava tubes, Bend area, Deschutes County. 1971 6.0o __ 
78 Bibliography (5th supplement, 1961-70). 1973 4.0o __ 
82 Geologic hazards of Bull Run Watershed, Multn.lClackarn. C. 1974 8.0o __ 
87 Environmental geology, western CoosIDouglas Counties. 1975 10.0o __ 
88 Geology/min. res, upper Chetco R. drainage, Curry/Josephine C. 1975 5.0o __ 
89 Geology and mineral resources of Deschutes County 1976 8.00 
90 Land use geology of western Curry County. 1976 10.0o __ 
91 GeologIC hazards, parts ofN. Hood River, Wasco, Sherman C. 1977 ____ 9.00 
92 Fossils m Oregon. Collection of reprints from the are Bin. 1977 5.0o __ 
93 Geology. mineral resources, and rock material, Curry County. 1977 8.00 __ 
94 Land use geology. central Jackson County. 1977 10.00 __ 
95 North American ophiolites (IGCPproject). 1977 8.0o __ 
96 Magma genesis. AGU Chapman Conf. on Partial Melting. 1977 15.0o __ 
97 Bibliography (6th supplement. 1971-75). 1978 4.0o __ 
98 Geologic hazards. eastern Benton County. 1979 __________ 100o __ 

99 Geologic hazards of northwestern Clackamas County. 1979 11.00 __ 
101 Geologic field trips in W Oregon and SW Washington. 1980 10.00 __ 
102 Bibliography (7th supplement, 1976-79). 1981 5.00 
103 Bibliography (8th supplement, 1980-84) 1987 8.0o __ 

MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS 
5 Oregon's gold placers. 1954________________ 2.00 __ 
11 Articles on meteorites (repnnts from the are Bin). 1968 _______ 4.00 __ 
15 Quicksilver deposits in Oregon. 1971 4.0o __ 
19 Geothermal exploration studies in Oregon, 1976. 1977 4.0o __ 
20 Investigations of nickel in Oregon. 1978 6.0o __ 

Price 0 
SHORT PAPERS 
25 Petrography of Rattlesnake Formation at type area. 1976. _______ 4.0o __ 
27 Rock material resources of Benton County. 1978 5.00 __ 

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS 
Relative earthquake hazard map, Portland quadrangle (DOGAMIlMetro), 
1993, with scenario report (add $3.00 for mailing) 10.00 
Geology of Oregon, 4th ed., E.L. and WN. Orr and E.M. BaldwIn, 1991, 
published by KendalllHunt (add $3.00 for mailing) 29.95 
Geologic map of Oregon, G.W Walker and N.S. MacLeod, 1991. 
published by USGS (add $3.00 for mailing) 11.50 
Geological highway map, Pacific Northwest region, Oregon, Washington, and 
part of Idaho (published by AAPG). 1973 8.00 __ 
Oregon Landsat mosaic map (published by ERSAL. OSU). 1983 11.00 
Mist Gas Field map, rev. 1995, with 1993-94 production figs. (OFR 0-95-1 ) __ 8 00 __ 
Digital form of map (CAD formats DGN, DWG. DXF), 3V,-in. diskette ___ 25.00 __ 
Mist Gas Field production figures 1979 through 1992 (OFR 0-94-6) 5.0o __ 
Northwest Oregon, Correlation Sec. 24. Bruer & others, 1984 (AAPG) 6.00 __ 
Oregon rocks and minerals, a description. 1988 (OFR 0-88-6) 6.0o __ 
Mineral information layer for Oregon by county (MILOC), 1993 update 
(OFR 0-93-8), 2 diskettes (5V.-in .• high-density, MS-DOS) 2500 __ 
Directory of mineral producers, 1993 update, 56 p. (OFR 0-93-9) 8.00 
Geothermal resources of Oregon (published by NOAA). 1982 4.0o __ 
Mining claims (State laws governing quartz and placer claims) Free 
Back issues of Oregon Geology ________________ 3.00 __ 
Color postcard with Oregon State Rock and State Gemstone 1 00 __ 

Separate price lists for open-file reports, tour guides, recreational gold mining 
information, and non-Departmental maps and reports will be mailed upon request. 

GMS maps marked with an asterisk (*)are available in digital form on diskette 
(geological information only). 

The Department also sells Oregon topographic maps published by the U.S. Geo
logical Survey. 

ORDER AND RENEWAL FORM 
Check desired pUblications in list above or indicate how many copies and enter total amount below. Send order to The Nature of the Northwest Infonna
tion Center, Suite 177, 800 NE Oregon Street, Portland, OR 97232-2162, or to FAX (503) 731-4066. lfyou wish to order by phone, have your credit 
card ready and call (503) 872-2750. Payment must accompany orders ofless than $50. Payment in U.S. dollars only. PUblications are sent postpaid. All sales 
are final. Subscription price for Oregon Geology: $10 for 1 year, $22 for 3 years. 

Renewal_ I new subscription_ to Oregon Geology: 1 year ($10) or 3 years ($22) $ _________ _ 
Total amount for publications marked above: $ _________ _ 
Total payment enclosed or to be charged to credit card as indicated below: $ _________ _ 

Name ______________________________________________ _ 
Address ___________________________________________________________ _ 
City/State/Zip _____________________________ _ 

Please charge to Visa_I Mastercard_, account number: ________________ _ 
Expiration date: __________________________________________ _ 

Cardholder's signature _______________________________________________ _ 
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